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Summ_

Six factors which have important influence

on the design of flight stabilization and

control systems for manned spacecraft are dis-

cussed. The factors considered ares type of

vehicle, size of crew, time of mission, weight

of vehicle, purpose of mission, and equipment

thermal control concept. Following the dis-

cussion of the general influence of each facto_

descriptions of flight stabilization and

control systems for the current manned space
programs are presented and some important
effects of the various factors are noted.

Block diagrams of the several systems and

significant photographs of flight control

hardware are presented.

Introduction

In common with all other complex devices,

flight stabilisation and control systems for

manned spacecraft are the result of a myriad

of compromises, each of which can he traced to

some recognizable factor or design requirement.

All these factors are probably not recurrent
and thus will differ for each system consid-

ered. Therefore this paper will not attempt

to consider all the factors which may affect a
fligh_ stabilization and control system design|
rather, a set of six factors has been selected
on the basis that each of them is of some

importance in all instances, and further that

these six factors will largely determine the

functional and hardware design concepts.

This paper is divided into two ma_or
sections. The first section discusses the six

selected factors and presents generalized
examples of their separate influences; the
second section contains a description of each
U.S. manned spacecraft flight stabilization

and control system and points out features in
their design which are attributable to these

six factors. (Hereafter, "flight stabilisa-
tion and control system" is frequently abbre-
viated to "control system.")

Discussion of Influential Factors

Type of Vehicle

One of the most basic factors affecting

control system design is the type of vehicle

to be controlled. Manned spacecraft can be

elasslfled according to the type of flight

regime, that is, suborbital, orbital, or
zuperorbltal. (See Figure I.) However, study

of the correlation of control requirements
with these three regimes indicates that very
little correlation exists. For example, a
vehicle of the X-20 _u-Soar) type will have

much the same control requirements regardless
of whether it is launched into a suborbital or

superorbital flight path. Also, a Mercury

capsule can re-enter from a superorbital path
with the same control system that was used in

the first U.S. manned suborbital flight. Con-
versely, however, there is m marked difference

between the control requirements for the X-20
and Mercury regardless of the flight path
specified.

On this basis, then, the vehicle exterior
geometry (and to some extent structural char-
acteristics) will influence control system

functional design for both free space, exit,

and re-entry mission phases. The vehlole

geometrical configuration and center of
gravity location will determine whether th_
flight within a sensible atmosphere will be

ballistic or aerodynamic and whether the

vehicle will be statically or dynamically
stable. The structural characteristics will of

course determine whether there is a problem of
structural f_equenoies coupling with the
control system.
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Figure i. Types of Orbital and Re-Entx7
Vehicle Paths

In general it can be said that the proslem
of re-entryeontrol increases in complexity as
the L/D (ltft-to-d_ag) ratio is raised from 0
to 2 or _ and as the configuration changes

from a blunt body of revolution to a winged,
airplane-like shape. Several items contribute

to this increase in complexity! for example, a

nonltfting body does not necessarily need roll
attitude control, but roll attitude must be
controlled or modulated in a lifting body in
order that the impact or landing area can be

even approximately predicted. In like manner,
pitch and yaw attitude control requirements
are much less stringent on the nonlifting body
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because of the lack of changes in transverse

forces with angle of attack.

Figure 2 presents an example of the manner

in which the geometric configuration affects

the vehicle stability characteristics. Typical

static stability plots are given for a low L/D

< 0.5) blunt body and for a high L/D

2 < L/D <3) re-entry configuration. It is

readily apparent that the blunt body has much

less variation in static stability over the

Mach number range and thus will require a less

sophisticated control system! in fact it is

probable that a satisfactory re-entry could be

accomplished with a rate damping system alone

and that a safe re-entry could be made in an

emergency without even the damper.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Static Stability

Characteristics of Nonlifting and Lifting

Re-Entry Vehicles

When over-all vehicle stability is con_

sidered from the pilot's viewpoint, that is,

in terms of flying qualities, the need for

more augmentation on the high L/D vehicle

becomes even more evident. One version of

longitudinal handling qualities requirements

is presented in Figure 3. In this figure the

shaded area represents the characteristics

which unav_gmented, high L/D re.entry vehicles

exhibit for various flight conditions. It can

be seen that there is a definite need to alter

both the frequency and damping in order to

move all the flight conditions represented

into the desirable s.rea.(See reference I.)

In addition, the basic fact that the high

L/D vehicle generates an increasing amount of

lift (until L " W) during re-entry means, _s

mentioned above, that the magnitude and

orientation of the lift vector must be closely

controlled. This in turn requires that the

pilot or the control system must hold roll and

angle of attack (or perhaps pitch attitude)

within close tolerances in order to follow a

given flight path and prevent the onset of

dangerous aerodynamic forces or heating.
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Figure 3. Handling Qualities in Pitch (u =

frequency of motion, _ = damping factor)

These considerations lead to the following

conclusions=

I. A nonlifting or low L/D vehicle will

usually require only simple fixed-gain damping

and low-precision attitude control. This

control can and usually must be supplied by

on-off reaction Jets which allow the use of

simple driving electronics.

2. A high L/D re-entry vehicle must have

variable-gain dumping and precise three-axis

attitude control. Control is usually obtained

by means of proportionally actuated aerodynamic

surfaces. The control and actuation require-

ments generally call for the use of complex

and precise electronics. The vehicle may be

uncontrollable without automatic control so

that great emphasis must be placed on high

reliability. Such reliability will generally

require parallel active redundancy (as indi-

cated below under Time of Mission), which will

further increase the electronic complexity.

Size of C_-ew

The effects of crew size on control system

design can be illustrated by the summarized

results of a human factors study of a plane-

tary exploration vehicle based on the bus and

lander concept. The study is based on the

methods outlined in references 2 and 3.

The curves shown in Figure 4 represent the

various crew requirements assuming different

levels of system automatioity, for a plame%ary

orbit phase of a planetary landing mission.

The number of active crew members is plotted

against the time from plane@ary orbit injec-

tion.
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Figure 4. Effect of Crew Size on Automation

Requirements

The "three-man" level is shown as the

vehicle design limit. This three-man crew

limit assures active participation of the

crew at all levels of system performance:

decision making, dynamic control, monitoring,

checkout, replacement, and repair.

The design goal line at the "two-man"

level represents the Grew requirement for a

seml-automatic system in which failures do

not occur. This reflects a system philosophy

of active crew participation at such a level

that the equivalent of one operator as a

"human spare" is available to achieve the

necessary total system reliability.

The remaining curves are based on the crew

tasks that are anticipated for the planetary

orbit phase:

i. The commander of the vehicle is

primarily concerned with command decisions,

orienting and stabilizing the vehicle,

stabilization and control system checkout,

communications, equilibrium and dynamics

monitoring, and planetary surface operations.

2. The navigator is occupied with sub-

system alignments and gathering data for

navigational position and orientation when he

is part of the crew of three, He is also

occupied with orbital correction, system

monitoring, and communication when he is alome

during orbit.

3. The systems engineer will be responsi-

ble for subsystem monitoring, trouble-shooting,
and maintenance tasks.

The execution of all these tasks has been

plotted against time in the upper curve of
Figure 4 to indicate the number of crew

members needed to carry out the work in the

case of a hypothetical fully manual system.

The requirement of a crew in excess of five men

is evident during four periods of the orbit.

This occurs because the execution of complete

manual checkout procedures of all subsystems is

very time consuming, and therefore many men are

required to complete these tasks within the

allotted time. Other tasks, such as star

sighting, position, and position error calcula-

tions, would also be time prohibitive without

the benefit of a hlgh-speed digital computer.

At the other extreme, the fully automatic

system with a crew requirement of one m_n is

plotted in the lower curve of Figure 4. This

curve represents a hypothetical system with

automatic monitoring and control so that the

single operator is more of a passenger than a

participator in system functions. His indi-

cated partial activity at either end of the

plot represents near-body observations,

communication with earth, and a low level of

system monitoring activity. The operatorts

full activity in the central portion of the

plot represents his scientific and exploratory

activities on the planetary surface.

The middle curve of Figure 4 represents the

crew requirement for a system which is

believed to represent a practical compromise.

This realizable concept does not have the
drawbacks of the excessive number of crew

members of the fully manual system, nor is it

as technically prohibitive as the fully auto-

matic system. Rather, it is structured to

utilize the intelligence and unique adapta-

bility of the crew members working integrally

with the advanced automatic subsystems which

are designed to complement the crew's possible

contributions and thus maximize mission

success probability. This semi-automatic

system plot is a composite of the proportion

of each crew member's total capability which is

required for the particular tasks assigned to

him during this mission phase. This plot

includes manual control of the orbiting bus

and the lander as well as monitoring, trouble-

shooting, and subsystem maintenance.

During a portion of the planetary orbit as

sole occupant of the complex bus, the naviga-

tor will play a triple role by spending his

waking time in continuous monitoring and

maintenance of his system, supervising vehicle

control, and solving his customary navigation

problems. Meanwhile, the descent, planetary

operations, ascent, rendezvous, and docking of

the lander fully occupy the abilities of the

pilot and systems engineer.

One conclusion that can be drawn from such

studies is readily apparent in a gross sense,

namely, that crew size can be decreased as
automaticlty is increased and crew work load

is consequently decreased. This factor,

however, is interdependent with others. For

example, the cost and _evelopment time for a

fully automatic control system might dictate

the semi-automatic approach even though the

required reliability coul_ be attained in the

automatic system.

Time of Mission

The design mission duration becomes an

important factor in the design of flight

control systems because of the interrelation

of mission duration with the probability of

successful operation of any of the various

vehicle subsystems. Figure 5 presents four
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Figure _. Effect of Redundancy on Equivalent
MTBF

curves for various control system configura-

tions ("configuration" here meaning the type

and extent of redundancy employed). The cUrves

are drawn with an ordinate of equivalent mean-

time-between-failure (_TBF) and an abscissa on

a log scale of total mission time. "Equivalent

HTBF" as used here for redundant systems is

that MTBF which would be needed in a non-

redundant system to achieve the same reli.

ability for a given mission time. The four

curves represent s

I. A redundant system having one active

channel with another identical active channel

being maintained in standby condition (curve

i). In considering this system it is presumed

that the pilot will be able to detect a

failure of the active system and manually

switch to the standby system.

2. A redundant system having two parallel

active channels each equipped with independent

monitors that can determine and switch out a

malfunctioning channel (curve 2).

3. A redundant system having three

parallel active channels equipped with com-

parators which conduct a continual two-out-of-

three vote and switch out any disagreeing

channel (curve 3).

4. A single channel non-redundant system

having a mean-time-between-failure as deter-

mined by piece-part failure rate of 1,000

hours (curve4).

Some interesting general conclusions can

be drawn from an examination of these curves.

First, it becomes evident that for long

mission times, particularly above 1,000 hours,

the efficacy ef redundancy in increasing the

equivalent HTBF is sharply reduced. In fact,

configuration 3, the two-out-of-three voting

system, actually exhibits a lower equivalent

MTBP than the single non-redundant system for

all mission times above 693 hours. Secondly,

the greater effectiveness of the active-

standby arrangement of configuration 4

indicates that it is by far the most

effective approach whenever this arrangement

is feasible from a safety standpoint (that is,

where the pilot will have time to detect and

switch out the malfunctioning channel).

Looking now at the low end of the

abscissa scale, it can be seen that any of

the three types of redundancy shown
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contributes large increases in equivalent _TBF

for short mission times. In fact, the numbers

indicated for mission times below 50 hours

become quite large and in effect almost

eliminate a redundant flight control system as

a probable cause of mission abortion.

By recalling some of the characteristics

mentioned above in connection with lifting

re-entry vehicles, it can be inferred that

either configuration 2 or 3 would be particu.

larly applicable to this type of vehicle

because of the severe controllability problems

which might occur while a pilot was detecting

and switching out the failed control system

channel. This need for instant switch-over

would probably be a critical factor in the

choice of a control system for a lifting

re-entry vehicle even though the mission length

might be sufficient to severely limit the

equivalent MTBF obtainable. One solution to

this problem would be to coz_ine the active

redundant and the standby arrangements in such

a way that during extended orbital or deep.

space flight the system would function as an

active-standby system, but during re-entry it

could be converted to an active two or three

channel system.

Returning now to the high end of the missiun

time scale, it is evident that as the mission

time becomes appreciably greater than the

single-channel MTBF, all forms of redundancy

lose effectiveness. It thus appears that

missions with lengths measured in months and

years rather than hours and days will require

onboard repair or perhaps a much more conserva-

tive approach to the design of both moving-part

mechanisms and active electronics in order that

the _TBF values may approach the numbers

associated with current telephone or utility

equipment.

In any event it can be seen that the

mission duration and the feasibility of in-

flight component replacement combine to almost

dictate the type of redundancy approach to be

used. The only prospect of altering this

situation will be through the use of flight-

worthy components which have reliability

increased by one or two orders of magnitude.

Purpose of Mission

The mission purpose of a manned space

vehicle will influence chiefly the functional

design aspects of the control system. For

instance, consider Mercury and Gemini. Project

_ercury provided an orbital vehicle which _ould

carry a man for a limited number of orbits.

Gemini has a broader mission purpose. In

addition to the orbit phase, which is

considerably longer than that for MerCury,

Gemini is also required to accomplish orbital

rendezvous. It is the addition of the

different purpose, namely rendezvous, that

causes the functional design of the Gemini

control system to differ appreciably from that

for Mercury. This is not to say that all

internal functions of the control system are

handled in a similar manner in the two systems

and that the only differences are due to the

rendezvous requirement. This is not the case.

Gemini employs all solid-state _ switc/xing_



dol Dotuse sector switches on sensors, and in

general uses more advanced mechanization

techniques. These differences, however, are

not due to the functional requirements as

created by the mission purposes, but rather

to the advance in the state of the control

art from the time the Mercury program started

until the time the Gemini program started.

Extending the comparison further we can

look at Apollo and Mercury. Apollo does have

orbital flight as part of its mission purpose.

However, orbital flight for Apollo represents

only a small portion of the man_ flight con-

ditions that must be encountered, and thus the

portion of the Apollo control system that is

necessary for orbital flight comprises only a

small portion of the entire Apollo stabiliza-

tion and control system. The larger portion

is concerned with coasting attitude hold,

velocity corrections, and rendezvous

maneuvers. Each of these mission requirements

creates the need for some additional hardware

to fulfill the function and thus the complex-

ity of the mission has a rather direct effect

on the complexity of the control system.

If we look now at a vehicle of a basically

different type t such as the X-20, we notice

even more marked differences. Superficially

it may seem that the mission purpose of the

X-20 is quite similar to that of Mercury in

that both are intended to go into orbit for

a short period of time and then accomplish a

safe re-entry. Both are intended to be

controllable by the human pilot but both are

also designed to accomplish a completely

automatic re-entry. Here the similarity stops.

Mercury accomplishes its re-entry along a

ballistic and almost uncontrolled path

utilizing a blunt body and heat shield to

survive the aerodynamic heat encountered.

The X-20, on the other hand, is to accomplish

its re-entry by gliding into the atmosphere

as a winged vehicle and thus it is subject,

as described above, to all of the stabiliza-

tion and control problems common to low aspect

ratio high-speed aircraft. In addition it

must follow a fairly narrow descent corridor

in order to avoid intolerable aerodynamic

heating. Thus it is in the differences of

the mission purpose in regard to re-entry

that Hercv_ry and the X-20 differ! insofar as

orbit phase is considered, the control systems

for each are functionally somewhat similar.

As a final example, let us consider the

problem of a manned orbiting space station.

Here the purpose of the mission is not merely

to accomplish manned orbital flight and

re-enter safely but to provide an orbital

laboratory in which men may work productively

for _eeks or months a_ a time. This change

in purpose--fron a short duration mission

with a pilot aboard to control the vehicle to

a long duration mission in which the vehicle

is largely expected to control itself and

thus allow the crew to conduct experinents--

calls for a completely different functional

design of the vehicle stabilisation and

control system. As mentioned below in the

section on uanned space stations, there are

three or parhaps four completely different

control functions required for an orbiting

laboratory as compared with a Mercury type
vehicle.

Thus far some illustrations have been

given of how the control system functional

design must incorporate all the features

necessary to allow the vehicle to fulfill

its mission. In the reverse sense it is

equally important that the control system, and

for that matter all other systems, be desired
to accomplish the mission purpose and nothing

mere. The reason for this is fairly obvious.

Every pound put into orbit or accelerated to

escape velocity costs hundreds of thousands

of dollars, and to needlessly add a few pounds

of weight to a space station control system in

order to make it hold attitude closer than

required is to needlessly spend several

hundred thousand dollars for each vehicle

placed into orbit.

Weight of Vehicle

The effect of vehicle weight on the flight

control system design is perhaps an inverse

type of factor. That is, a heavier vehicle

does not necessarily require a heavier or more

complex control system, but rather the heavier

vehicle may permit the use of a heavier

control system. A comparison of the ratio of

vehicle weight to control system weight for

the current manned space vehicles shows for

Mercury - 80:1, for Gemini - 200:1, for Apollo

- 128:1, and for the X-20 (Dyna-Soar) - 112:1.

A consideration of the reasons contributing to

the differences in this ratio brings out the

following items:

I. The two vehicles with the most similar

missions are Mercury and Gemini. Here the

decrease in relative control system weight can

be attributed almost completely to the use of

nero advanced sensors and electronic

components. In the case of Mercury, as is

described below, it was necessary to use

existing state-of-the-art components in order

to meet the time and reliability requirements

of the program. Gemini came almost three

years later and, while it too is a program

not allowing extensive new component develop-

ment, the advance in the stats-of-the-art

since the beginning of the Hercury program

allowed the Gemini control system to weigh

only slightly more than ane-hs/f the Mercury

control system. The increase in Gemini system

complexity caused by the added rendezvous

mission requirement was probably largely

offset by the reduction in automatioity

compared to Mercury.

2. Looking now at the ratios for Apollo

and the X-20, it can be seen that they are

reasonably close together. The proportion of

control weight to vehicle weight is about

two-thirds of that indicated for Mercury°

Inasmuch as both the Apollo and X-20 are

considerably more complex than the Mercury

system, it is apparent that the smaller

relative weight of the control system nust be

due to the larger vehicle gross weight and the

more advanced components and packaging

techniques used in the Apollo and X-2O control

systems.
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5. If the weight of the ApoLlo control

system is compared to the total gross weight of

the translunar vehicle rather than to that of

the Command Capsule alone, the ratio will be

almost 700:1. This illustrates an important

trend for future vehicles, namely that as the

vehicle gross weight increases, the relative

control weight decreases and thus becomes a

less critical factor in buildup of vehicle

weight. This rill allow greater use of

redundant channels and derated components, thus

making possible the reliability that will be

required for deep-space voyages.

The over-all effect then of an increased

vehicle weight (or a decrease in control weight

due to more advanced components) will be to

allow more freedom in the functional design of

the control system. This freedom will un-

doubtedly be used in improving performance and,

even more important, in employing advanced

multiple-channel redundancy techniques to

improve mission reliability.

Equipment Thermal Control Concept

General Considerations.- The choice of a

thermal control concept for the control equip-

ment in a manned spacecraft is quite often

determined by the seemingly unrelated factor of

equipment location. That is, is the equipment

located in a pressurized or unpressurized area?

This is quite important because, with the

current trend toward a comfortable, air-condl-

tioned, shirtsleeve cabin environment, equip-

ment in the pressurized area can operate under

what is often referred to as room temperature

laboratory conditions. Thus air is available

for removing electronic equipment waste heat

as long as the vehicle remains pressurized.

Such waste heat can be added to the air by

forced convection through the devices.

If for some reason the air pressure is

lost, equipment waste heat must be dissipated

to the equipment mounting structures and

surroundings by conduction and infrared radia-

tlon. Unless equipment power levels and duty

cycles are extremely low, excessive piece-part

temperatures can result and equipment, life may

be severely reduced or terminated, many de-

vices can survive indefinitely under condi-

tions of mounting surface conduction and infra-

red heat transfer if they are provided with

external package surface area proportional to

the internal heat generation rate. For

example, neglecting conduction into the

vehicle air frame, on the order of lO watts

per square foot can be dissipated from the

surface of a device without exceeding 180°F

component temperatures (for 140"F ambient).

For equipment with greater unit area heat

flux, place-part temperature may become ex-

cessive after loss of pressure so that opera-

ting life will be reduced. For earth orbit-

ing spacecraft this condition need not be

catastrophic because the thermal capacity of

the equipment package and its mounting can

absorb enough heat to prevent immediate

damage. For a well-designed package, an

operating time of 30 to 90 minutes is usually

available after depressurization, and during

this period the spacecraft can leave orbit,

re-enter, and land.
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If for various reasons the equipment is

located outside the pressured area, it must

usually be provided with a heat sink into which

heat can be discharged by conduction. There

can be an appreciable amount of cooling by

radiation alone, but this is sufficient only

for very low power dissipation devices. The

amount of radiation occurring will not Usually

be sufficient for the average device and

care must be taken to ensure adequate heat flow

from all components to eliminate hot spots.

The heat sink is usually a metal-to-liquid heat

exchanger to which the chassis is attached.

The hot liquid is either circulated through an

external space radiator where heat is radiated

to space (Gemini and Apollo) or the liquid may

be ejected overboard (Mercury).

The liquid heat exchanger approach

eliminates the problem of equipment heat dissi,

pation during depressurization and also may

have advantages during normal vehicle condi.

tions. Studies show that most manned space

vehicles in near-earth orbits or greater than

approximately 0.8 astronomical units from the

sun will require heating to maintain air

temperatures between 70 and 80"F. Thus, it may

he necessary to obtain heat from electronic

equipment and add it to the air in various

compartments where it is lost through the

vehicle walls.

Selection of Component Packagin_ Scheme.o

When the factors affecting thermal design of

the equipment have been defined and con_

strained, a component packaging scheme must be

selected which is compatible with the other

aspects of equipment design, such as electronic

performance, vibration, and shock, Selection

of the thermal packaging scheme is based on

realizing component temperatures commensurate

with mission reliability and minimum package

mass. Detailed calculations are made for

component temperatures, based on the thermal

environment and component heat dissipation.

Digital and analog computer techniques can be

employed for prediction of component temperaA,

tures. These analyses show problem areas

which must be resolved by design modification.

In convection-cooled electronic equipment,

problems occur with components whose internal

heat generation is large compared with

envelope area available for heat transfer.

Additional metal must be used to spread waste

heat over greater area. Heat transfer

coefficients on the order of lO BTU per square

foot-degrees F are attainable in convection.

cooled packages at one atmosphere air pressure.

For a typical power transistor, the resulting

thermal impedance between the envelope and the

air stream is approximately 12"C per watt. If

this impedance is too great, the component

must either be mounted on a metal chassis or

must be attached to a separate finned

assembly. The latter approach is less

desirable because it requires addition to the

package mass without increase in the package

structure. In the case of large complex

packages it is often necessary to employ a

"cut and try" approach in order to obtain

desirable component temperatures with a

minimum of cooling air flow.



Theinternaldesignof packagescooledby
conductionto a heatsink involvessizingof
thermalconductionpathsfromcomponentsto
thepackagemountinjsurfaces;howeverit is
alsoimportantto considerinternalinfrared
radiationfromthecomponents.Forexample,a
4 by5-inchcircuit boardspaced3/4inchon
eachsidecandissipateapproximatelytwowatts
withcomponentsat 180°Fandsurroundingsat
140°F.Manyswitchingandlogic circuitshave
heatdissipationwithin twowattsandthusno
conductionheattransferpathsarenecessaryto
preventexcessivepiece-parttemperatures.

Thereareseveralgeneralapproachesto be
consideredin thedesignof conductlon-cooled
packages.Oneapproachis to sort out the
piece-partswithhighinternalgeneration(such
aspowertransistors,resistors,zoners,diode_
andmountthesedirectly to themetalchassis.
Theremainderof the components could then be

mounted directly on epoxy component boards or

in open or potted welded modules.

In circuits where the majority of piece-

parts generate a large amount of heat (one

watt and up) and are also of large size, epoxy

card mounting is generally undesirable for

structural and thermal reasons. In this case,

metal chassis mounting is the best approach.

In circuits where piece-parts generate

between zero and 1.5 watts and are of small

size, it is possible to mount all components

in open or potted welded modules which are

attached to composite aluminum and epoxy

boards. During equipment operation in high

vacuum (greater than 10-4 tort), heat conduc-

tance across interfaces is greatly reduced

unless interface pressures are kept high

(greater than 30 to 50 psi). Bolted, welded,

or glued joints must be used in packages

designed for steady-state space operation.

One interesting general conclusion can be

drawn from Honeywellts experience in thermal

design of hard-mounted electronic equipment.

For either convection-cooled or conduction-

cooled packages, stress and shock considera-

tions, not thermal considerations, determine

cross-sectional areas and surface areas of

metal chassis parts. As a rule, therefore,

good thermal design can be added to a package

with little or no increase in package weight

or volume.

Examples of Current Manned Spacecraft

Control Systems

Mercury Automatic Stabilization and Control

The first United States manned spacecraft

program was conceived and carried out in an

atmosphere of urgency, with no background of

direct experience, and with deep concern for

flight safety. Under such circumstances, the

_ercury Automatic Stabilization and Control

System (ASCS) was the result of conservative

and proven design principles to minimize

operating risks and development time.

A major portion of the iSCS was designed

by Honeywell under contract from McDonnell

Aircraft Corporation. Certain components of

the ASCS, such as the horizon scanners and the

reaction jet system, were developed by other

companies under McDonnell contracts.

Functional Requirements.- Because man_s

ability to perform in space was not completely

understood before the Mercury flights, the ASCS

had to be fully automatic, that is, capable of

performance throughout the entire mission

profile without astronaut assistance.

Reliability was therefore the important design

objective, since the ASCS is the primary system

for Mercury capsule attitude control. Other

major design constraints were minimum weight,

minimum power consumption, and maximum use of

previously developed and proven hardware.

The ASCS (Figure 6) consists of attitude

reference components, rate sensors, logic

electronics, and suitable displays. It is

designed to sense spacecraft attitudes and

rates and send signals to the control jets to

maintain the desired attitude or to change from

one attitude to another. Automatic, semi-

automatic, and manual control may be selected

for any or all of the three axes, and

simultaneous operation of manual and automatic

control is also possible. The functional

requirements of the ASCS are best described in

terms of six operating modes:

Rate Damping - Reduce pitch-yaw rates from

50 degrees per second (or less) to 0.8 degree

per second within five seconds. Reduce roll

rate from lO degrees per second (or less) to

0.8 degrees per second within five seconds.

Orientation - Perform 180-degree yaw

maneuver and position capsule in pitch to

commanded attitude of 14 degrees. Hold

commanded attitude in each axis within five

degrees.

Orbit - Maintain attitude in each axis

within five degrees.

Retrograde - Position capsule to retro-

grade pitch attitude of 34 degrees.

Post-Retrograde - Position capsule in pitch

to re-entry attitude (one degree down) and

maintain attitude in each axis within five

degrees.

Re-Entry - Upon sensing O.O5-g deceleratio_

maintain pitch-yaw rates of less than 0.8

degree per second. Establish and maintain

constant roll rate of lO to 12 degrees per

second.

Mechanization.- Two unfloated two-degree-

of-freedom displacement gyros are used for

attitude reference. The roll-pitch gyro is

used as a vertical gyro with its spin axis

aligned to local vertical. The roll-yaw gyro

is used as a directional gyrc with its spin

axis aligned perpendicular to the orbital

plane. The vertical gyro gimbals are slaved

to periodic horizon scanner signals for long-

term vertical reference. ','Then the horizon

scanners are not energized, a signal propor-

tional to orbital rate is used to orient the

vertical gyro in pitch.
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Threerate 8yrosareprovidedin thesystem,
each having outputs at discrete rates rather

than proportional rates. These gyros are used

for control in the damper and re-entry modes

and are used with attitude error signals to

command the switching logic in the orientation,

retrograde, and post-retrograde modes. The

rate _ros are not used during orbit mode.

The major electronics unit of the ASCS,

known as the amplifier-callbrator, contains

four major sections: mode logic, gyro slaving

loops, attitude repeater servos, and control

logic. The _:_plifiers and logic systems use

solid-state devices throughout and approxi-

mately 500 diodes and transistors are

required.

The mode logic responds to input commands

and places the ASCS in an appropriate mode of

control. The attitude repeater servos take

the attitude gyro output signals representing

pitch, roll, and yaw angles and drive multiple

outputs: sector switches for control logic,

potentiometers for telemetry_ and synchro

repeaters for attitude indication to the

astronaut.

The control logic, which is mechanized by

transistor and diode circuits not critically

dependent on voltage, receives the step

function outputs of the attitude repeaters and

the discrete rate signals from the rate gyros.

Using these step indications of attitude and

rate conditions, along with the output of the

mode switching logic delivered by the current

,hase of the mission, "decisions" are made

which result in actuation of appropriate

reaction control valves.

The attitude and rate gyros are examples

of previously developed hardware which was

adapted on short notice for use in _!ercury.

The _yros were ori_inally designed for

operation in autopilots of high-performance

aircraft. To meet Mercury requirements, the

vertical o_-yro was equipped with a heavy metal

rotor to decrease drift rate by increasing

rigidity. By minimizing gyro drift rate, the

number of horizon scanner slaving periods

could be reduced, thus conserving spacecraft

power. Special high-temperature lubricants,

wire, and insulation had to be provided in the

attitude and rate Cyros to ensure operation

for extended periods at zero pressure without

benefit of external cooling.
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GYRO i SECTORS

I
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GYRO
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_" LOGIC I_ Ii FLY-B -WIRE

SWITCHING

LOGIC I _ FLY-6Y-XIIIRE I

i

r YAW I
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M -- MOTOR

PI-- RETROGRADE ATTITUDE COMMAND
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Figure 6. l_ercury Automatic Stabilization and Control System
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Althoughweight,space,power,and
developmenttimeall preventedtheuseof

functional redundancy in the ASCS, several

design considerations are worth noting:

1. The digital nature of the control

logic provides a degree of redundancy because

the orbit attitude is maintained within

desired limits by a series of five sector

switches for each axis. Each switch backs up

the previous one so that failure of any single

switch will result in only minor variations

from the normzl limit cycle.

2. _he v:-rious nodes of ol_eration are

also %from ed to bnck ul) other modes. Thus,

if for any reason orbit node cannot be

maintained, the system switches into

orientation mode. This has actually

happened on several flights because of mal-

functions of some of the small jets used for

orbit mode control.

3. Another form of redundanc_ is sho::n by

the use of hot: horizon scanners and nttitude

:yros. Early flight tests indicated that the

horizon scanners, although performing reliably,

sometimes mistook high altitude clouds and

hurricanes for deep space and therefore

provided an erroneous attitude reference.

These effects are not serious when the gyros

are slowly torqued to the scanner reference,

but could be annoying if the erroneous signals

were used directly for control logic informa-

tion. Later design changes have improved the

horizon scannerVs operation.

Environmental Factors.-_xtensive out-

gassing precautions were observed because the

ASCS equipment is located in the capsule with

the astronaut. The paint and varnish used in

all ASCS components was specifically desio_ned

to meet rigorous nontoxicity requirements. An

epoxy coating which is nontoxic under condi-

tions of high temperature and low pressure was

developed for humidity and salt spray protec-

tion. Special nontoxic hookup wire is used

throughout the Mercury equipment.

The lO0 per cent oxygen atmosphere

requirement necessitated the enclosure of all

components with switching contacts and special

selection of materials which are inert to

oxygen.

Launch vibration and acceleration presented

no difficult problems to the ASCS design since

similar gyros and electronics had performed

well under severe aircraft testing. All

electronics except the attitude repeater

circuitry is hard-mounted in the capsule.

No special heat transfer methods are

provided in the Mercury capsule for ASCS

equipment. To ensure operation under the zero

pressure requirement, the equipment is

designed with-a maximum number of conducting

paths from heat generatin_ elements to

minimize hot spots and to use the entire

package structure as a heat sink.

Reliability of the ASCS has been excep-

tionally good on all flights with no control

system failures to date. This result has thus

verified the wisdom of the conservative design

approach for the Nercury program.

Gemini Attitude Control and Naneuver

Electronics

The primary objectives of Project Gemini

are (i) to provide early manned rendezvous

capability by development of rendezvous

techniques and (2) to provide long-duration

manned flight experience to evaluate man's

performance capabilities under prolonged

periods of weightlessness. These objectives are

clearly different from Project ]_ercury, and the

design of the Gemini flight control system

reflects this difference.

McDonnell Aircraft Corporation determined

the Gemini control system functional desi._n,

and Honeywell implemented and mechanized the

functional design of the Attitude Control and

_faneuver Electronics (ACNE).

Functional Requirements.- Mercury

experience has demonstrated that man is highly

capable of exercising control techniques in an

orbiting spacecraft. The Gemini control system

is therefore not fully automatic. Selection of

control modes is required of the astronaut

since a programmed sequence of modes will not

be used. Because the [lercury control system

was designed for automatic operation about

particular set points, it is limited to

particular attitudes which can be maintained.

The Gemini control system is much more versatile

because it has a pseudo all-attitude hold mode

with capability of holding attitude rate to less

than 0.1 degree per second.

Mission durations up to two weeks dictate

the heavy emphasis placed on low power consump-

tion, light weight, and high reliability in the

design of the control system. The study of

rendezvous techniques places an additional

heavy emphasis on control system performance.

The ACME functional design requirements are:

Automatic Attitude Hold - _aintain space-

craft attitude within one degree of the attitude

reference supplied by the inertial platform,

radar system, or computer. ;_intain spacecraft

rates at less than 0.25 degree per second.

Horizon Scanner Orbit Control - _intain

spacecraft roll and pitch attitudes within five

degrees of the infrared horizon sensor

reference. Provide for manual control of the

yaw axis.

Rate Command Control - Naintain spacecraft

angular rates in response to astronaut hand

controller commands in conjunction with rate

gyros. Maintain capsule rates within O.1

degree per second of the commanded rate during

orbit and within two degrees per second second

during re-entry.

Manual Control - Convert attitude hand

controller signals to continuous or discrete

(20-millisecond) commands to the attitude

reaction jet system. Accept maneuver hand



controllersisals to fire themaneuver
reactionjets continuouslyor for discrete
periods(250milliseconds).

![echanization.- The Gemini roll axis

control diagram is shown in Figure 7.

Attitude error signals ori_inatinc in the

computer, inertial platform, or radar system,

are presented to the attitude control

electronics for summing with rate information

from the rate _yros. Proportional attitude

hand controller signals are also presented to

the electronics for processing. According to

the com:_anded mode, the attitude control

electronics selects the proper input sisals

and establishes the re%wired gains for signal

processing7. The input error signal is then

amplified, demodulated_ discriminated, and

compared to a reference switching level. 7,_en

the error signal exceeds the reference switch-

ing level, an 0}I command is sent to the

attitude or re-entry reaction jet solenoids

or, for transl_tional thrusting, to the orbit

attitude maneuver electronics.

Po_er cons_uption in the Gemini AC_E system

in the orbit mode, using rate-_ros, is about

one-fourth that of the _[ercury system in the

sane mode. This is accomplished throuTh the

use of very low current circuits. For

instance, the low hysteresis switch, which

converts the analog attitude information into

on-off commands to the solenoid drivers,

operates at only three microamperes of input

current. Hysteresis is so low in this switch

that speci_l laboratory equipment is required

to detect it.

The Gemini control system is also capable

of operatin' in 5he orbit mode with atti!;ude

signals from the horizon scanner alone, using

pseudo-rate for damping. The system power con-

sumption is then only three vatts_ 1/25th that

of the l[ercury control system in the orbit mode.

This is made possible in part by pseudo-rate

circuitry which provides rate signals without

the use of rate gyros and their attendant po_:er

consumption. Other importp_t factors contribu-

ting to efficient use of power are the use of

de-energized relays in orbit mode, transis-

torized amplifiers, s_itches and gain-changing

circuits, and optimization of the power supply

for orbit mode loads.

The %ttitude Control and 7[aneuver

Electronics is required to meet extremely high

reliability figures. For a two-weeh mission,

the control system probability of success is

0.99721, and for a tvo-day mission, the figure

is 0.999347. To attain this kind of reliabilii_

the system incorporo, tes high-reliability parts,

extensive redundancy, and deratin_ of all

components. Figure 7 sho_:s the general areas

of redundancy. The rate'gyros are redundant

and can be individually selected by axis. The

s_itching amplifiers and logic are also

redundant and can be individually selected.

TO PITCH AXIS +

TO YAW AXIS PSI AMP

ATTITUDE PRE-AMP

_°_Tf '

I_ [----I I _ II I i 6R_& '

I REDUNDANT I I I, .OR,ZOH'4 II II

I REOUNOANT I L/

I R ATE ;'-I REDUNDANT PK_g - A_IP ,_',ASa CONSIOERATION} I 1

_"L_:_°_ j _f DIRECTIE CII[ICO.... D I

- [ S NG TO RING A 8, RING B JETS

I TO JETS

Figure 7. Gemini Roll Axis Control Diagram
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Figure 8 shows the maneuver on-off logic and 
the redundant reaction jet solenoid drivers. 
These can be selected on a primary or 
secondary basis. 

Figure 8. Gemini Paneuver On-Off L0,eC 

In spite of the redundant circuitry and 
increased capabilities of the Gemini control 
system, the entire ACNE neighs only 37 pounds 
compared to 52 pounds for the IIercury control 
system. 

T'nis light weight is made possibly by use 
of: 

1. Magnesium f o r  the power inverter and 
rate g r o  package castings. 

2. Minimum gage sheet metal as determined 
by extensive stress analysis. 

3 .  Niniature components assembled into 
"cordwood"-type welded modules. 

4. Potting compound used only in 
electronic modules requiring special thermal 
considerations. 

5. Solid-state switching in all si,=al 
circuits. 

Environmental Factors.- Since the A C I E  
equipment is not located inside the crew 
compartment, as in Iiiercury, operation is 
required in a vacuum environment. Circulating 
fluid heat exchangers, or coldplates, &Pe 
provided for equipment mounting. Tno 
approaches were used for thermal desi@: In 
the attitude control electronics package, it 
vas possible to sort out the piece-parts 
generatin? most of the heat and mount them 
on the chassis for conduction of the heat t o  
the coldplate. The remaining piece-parts are 
mounted on epoxy cards since they have such 
low heat dissipation that infrared radiant 
heat transfer to the package walls is adequate. 
In the orbit attitude and maneuver electron- 
ics, inverter, and rate -gyro packages, all 
sit;nificant heat Zenerating piece-parts are 
chassis-mounted. Fi,-ure 9 shons the method of 
mounting switching transistors on the aluminum 
channels and the broad base used for maximum 
coldplate mounting surface. 

design not only provides extensive heat 
conductinc paths, but a l s o  affords a ri;id 
truss-like structure for vibration resistance. 

Each electronic module card is coated nith 
an epoxy compound for protection against high 
humidity and salt fog atmosphere. 

Xaintainabilit~.- Uaintenance FroSlems are 
greatly simplified in the Gemini control 
system. All adjustments, alipments, and 
calibrations are permanently accomplished at 
the factory. Complete interchangeability of 
all removable parts, sub-assemblies, and 
components is assured. Vehicle maintainability 
is also improved. 
installed in layers 7;ithin the one-man 
compartment, nhile the Gemini equipment is 
housed in hays around the outside of the 
vehicle. The increased ease of checkout and 
equipment maintenance places manned space- 
flight on more of an operational basis with 
advantase to both military and r~n-military 
applications. 

The Mercury equipment iS 

Legend: 1. Chassis--extruded aluminum 
channels nith welded end caps 

2. Bluninum plug-in relay board 

3 .  Capsule coldplate (under chassis) 

4. Redundant output switching 
transistors 

5. Redundant naneuver solenoid 
snitchinc relays 

Figure 9 .  Gemini Orbit Attitude and Maneuver 
Electronics 

X-20 (Dyna-Soar) Flight Control Subsystem 
Electronic s 

The X-20 (Dyna-Soar) manned orbital re- 
entry vehicle is designed for research of 
lifting re-entry and equilibriun glide flight 
problems. The 1-20 flicht control subsystem 
electronics is bein.? produced by Honeywell 
under contract from The Boeing Company for the 
Air Force. 

Functional Requirements.- The X-20 delta- 
winged orbital Glider must be able to re-enter 
the atmosphere and land at any suitable air- 
field chosen b-v the pilot within a circle of The use of aluminum channel chassis 
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maneuverabilityovera thousandmilesin
diameter.Its rangeof speedsextendsfrom
over15,000milesanhourin orbit downto a
landingspeedof lessthanthat of someof our
presentcombataircraft.

Theself-adaptiveconceptof flight control
is beinjusedin theX-20becauseof thewidely
varyingflight conditionsencounteredduring
its mission.Thedirect forerunnerof theX-20
controlconceptis theself-adaptivefliTht
controlsystemwhichhasbeenprovenin theNo.
3 X-15vehicle. ZincetheX-15andX-20must
functionbothasaircraft andasspacecraft,
manyof their designproblemsaresimilar.
Theself-adaptivecontrolsystemfor each
vehicleresultsin uniformlysatisfactory
performanceoveranextremelywiderangeof
flight conditionswithoutdependenceuponair
dataschedulingof systemgains.

Theflight controlsubsystemis composedof
rateandaccelerationmeasuringdevices,
computingelectronics,andcontrolelement
drivingdevicesto (1) au_menttheglider's
naturalaerodynamicstability, (2) compensate
for undesirablecontrolcharacteristics,
(5)controlthezlider throughpilot or
guidancesystemcommands,and(4)keepthe
forcesactingonthegliderwithin tolerable
limits.

Mechanization.-TheX-20flight control
electronicsis actuallythreeseparatesystems,
onecontrollingeachof theaircraft axes. The
pitchaxisis illustrated in functionalformin
FigureI0. Thisdiagramshowsthewayinput
andfeedbacksignals,sensedontheleft, are

combined,shapedandusedto drivethethree
controlelementsontheright. Inputsto the
systemcomefromthreesources:pilot stick
commands,vehiclemotionsensedby_yrosandan
accelerometer,andangle-of-attackcommands
fromtheinertial guidancesystem.These
signalsdrivethreecontrolelements:the
elevensurfaces,a serve-drivenrocketnozzle
set, andthereactioncontroljets.

Thepilot hasfourmodesof flight control
operationavailableto him:

_anual-Direct- In themanual-directmode,
thepilot useshis controlstick to command
vehiclemovementthroui_htheflight control
electronics.Hemaycommandcontrolsurface
position,rocketmotorthrustvectorposition,
or reactioncontroloperation.Noauo_menta_ion
is providedin themanual-dlrectmode.

Pilot-SelectableGain- In this modethe
three-axisstability au:mentetionsyster_is
activatedin placeof themanual-directcontrol.
Theaugmentationsystemcontrolstheaero-
dynamicsurfaces,rocketmotorthrustvector,
andreactionjets in responseto gyroand
accelerometercommands.Pilot commandprovides
commandedaircraft ratefor stick displacementinsteadof commandedcontrolmovementfor stick
displacementasin themanual-directmode.The
systemloopgainsareselectedbythepilot for
the_achrangethroughwhichheis flying.

_nual-Augment- Themanual-augmentmodeis
identicalto thepilot-selectablegainmode
exceptthat thesystemloopgainsareauto-
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REACTION

CONTROL
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INERTIAL GUIOANC[

SERVO RATION

ROCKET

I

SERVO ' _ ELEVON I
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ACC[LERATION
UNIT

+NORMAL

ACCEUERATION
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Figure I0. X-20 Pitch Axis Control Dia_am
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maticallycomputedbytheflight control
electronicsinsteadof beingselectedbythe
pilot. (TheHoneywellself-adaptiveconcept
usedfor this is describedin reference4.

Automatic- Theautomaticmodeis identical
to manual-augmentexceptthat outer-loop
signalsareacceptedfromtheinertial guidance
systemto controlangleof attack,sideslip
angle,androll angle. Thesethreeparameters
areprogrammedfor anautomaticre-entry,and
theflight controlelectronicsautomatically
directsthevehicleto followtheprogrammed
guidancesystemcommands.

Thecommandsignallimiter (seeFiGurelO)
is desig_nedto limit thepitchccmmandsfrom
theguidancesystemor piletts stick to values
whichwill not endangerthevehicle.

Extremelyhighmissionreliability is a
requirementof theX-20. Theflight control
electronicsmusthavea 50,O00-hourmean-time-
between-failurefor a two-hourmissionin the
manual-augmentmode.In addition,neither
manualnorau_mentedperformanceshallbelost
bya singlefailure. Nocomponentreplacement
is permittedin flight.

Thehighflight controlreliability is
achievedbythecombinedtechniquesof
redundancy,monitoring,andcrossfeeding.The
flight controlredundancyis basedontwo
groundrules_

1. Thesystemwill tolerateanysingle

failure withoutlossof functionor
performance.

2. Thesystemwill automaticallydisengage
itself asaresult of anysecondfailure which
cancauseadangerouscondition.

Figurell showsthat thecontrolsystem
sensorsandservcsareeachdualredundant
whiletheelectronicsis triple redundant.
dualsensoroutputsaremonitoredandthen
cressfedto thesysCemelectronics,andthe
outputsof theelectronicchannelsare
monitoredandthencrossfedto theserve
amplifiers. Thedual-redundantserveloops
aremonitoredandtheprimaryserveloop
operatesthecontrolactuatorundernormal
conditionswhilethesecondaryserveloop
remainsonstandby.

The

Undertheabovegroundrules,it was
necessaryto makethesystemelectronics
triple redundant.Duringnormaloperationthe
electronicsoutputmaybepositivehardover,
negativehardover,or anyvaluebetween.
Therefore,if oneelectronicchannelfails,
it will nothaveanoutputuniqueto a
failure. Avotingmechanism,or monitor,
determineswhichchanneldiffers fromthe
othertwoanddisengagesthat channel.This
satisfiesthefirst groundrule. If eitherof
theremainingchannelsfails, thevoting
monitorsensesa disagreementbetweenthetwo
channelsanddisengagestheaxisof control.
Thissatisfiesthesecondgroundrule.

Dualredundancyis providedfor thesensors

Figurell. X-20PitchAxisRedundancy_echanization
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because unique i n d i c a t i o n s  o f  s enso r  f a i l u r e s ,  
such as a c ; p o  open o r  hardove:,, can be 
monitored. A spinmotor r o t a t i o n  d e t e c t o r  i s  
a l s o  provided t o  d e t e c t  Lyro motor f a i l u r e s .  

The se rvo  s y s t e x  i s  a l s o  dua l  redundant,  
b u t  the f a i l u r e  d e t e c t i o n  monitor employs a 
t r i p l e  channel arrangement similar t o  t h a t  
descr ibed  f o r  t h e  system e l e c t r o n i c s .  The 
monitor con ta ins  a servo-loop model which i s  an 
e l e c t r o n i c  analog of the  o t h e r  two loops .  By 
cornparin:; t he  ou tpu t s  of t he  primer7 and 
secondary servo  loops ,  and 3150 t he  output  o f  
t h e  servo model, t h e  monitor d e t e c t s  rrhich of 
t h e  channels has  sus t a ined  a f a i l u r e .  A 
f a i l u r e  of t he  primary loop  r e s u l t s  i n  
t r a n s f e r  of c o n t r o l  t o  t h e  secondmy loop .  

The adap t ive  system uses  t r a n s i s t o r  
d i f f e r e n t i a l  d-c a n p l i f i e r s  as t h e  b a s i c  
e l e c t r o n i c  bu i ld ing  b locks  i n  sumnine 
ampl i f i e r s ,  a c t i v e  f i l t e r s ,  and va r ious  o the r  
func t ions .  These d-c a m p l i f i e r s  a r e  about one- 
h a l f  the s i z e  and ne igh t  of a comparable 
magnetic a m p l i f i e r  and have b e t t e r  c z i n ,  bnnd- 
:vidth, and d r i f t  chz . r ac t e r i s t i c s .  Zxt rene ly  
low d r i f t  r a t e s  a r e  obta ined  by usin:; high 
r e l i a b i l i t y ,  matched t r a n s i s t o r  p a i r s  manu- 
f ac tu red  from a s i n g l e  s i l i c o n  ch ip .  

Environmental ?actors.-  Because t h e  f l i g h t  
c o n t r o l  co rpu te r  (”Lure 1 2 )  i s  hard-mounted 
and subjec ted  t o  h igh  v i b r a t i o n  l e v e l s ,  s p e c i a l  
c a r e  has been taken  t o  ensure  a rugged des ign .  
The chass i s  i s  a fdrmed, ha l f -hard  aluminum 
s h e l l  with s i d e  covers  of honeycomb aluminum 
sandwich ma te r i a l  t o  p rovide  s t r u c t u r a l  
s t i f f e n i n 2  a t  a ninimum weight pena l ty .  The 
i n t e r n a l  she lves  and s t r u c t u r a l  menbers a r e  
half-hard aluminum shee t .  The f r o n t  s i d e  o f  
t h e  chass i s  con ta ins  79 plug-in e l e c t r o n i c  
c i r c u i t  cards ,  while t h e  hard-mounted 
components - power supply  t ransformers ,  r e l a y  
c a r t r i d z e s ,  and bench l e v e l  t e s t  connec tors  - ,  

a r e  access ib l e  from t h e  r e a r  s i d e .  

The c i r c u i t  ca rds  s l i d e  i n t o  t h e  she lves  
be tneen  nylon guides  and engage t h e  matinz 
connector 2.t t h e  r e a r  of t h e  card  pocket. Each 
ca rd  i s  f i rmly  h e l d  i n  p o s i t i o n  at  i t s  f o u r  
edges: t o p  and bottom by t h e  nylon ca rd  guides ,  
a t  t h e  r e a r  by  the  card  connector,  and a t  t h e  
f r o n t  by s i l i c o n e  rubber  buripers a t t ached  t o  
t he  chass i s  s i d e  cover.  The rubber  burnpers 
provide  a p o s i t i v e  p re s su re  on t h e  ca rd  t o  
ensure  r e l i a b l e  connec tor  mating. 

The plug-in ca rds  a r e  approximately f o u r  
inches  square and con ta in  po t t ed  assembl ies ,  
c ordrood-packaged unpo t t ed assembl ies  , and 
i n d i v i d u a l  components mounted on p r i n t e d  
c i r c u i t  cards. I n  gene ra l ,  each card  i s  
a s soc ia t ed  wi th  a s p e c i f i c  func t ion :  One card  
con ta ins  four se rvo  a m p l i f i e r s ,  another  fou r  
demod m p l i f i e r s ,  and s o  on. This groupin& of 
func t ions  c r e a t e s  system f l e x i b i l i t y  by 
a l lowing  e a s i e r  i nco rpora t ion  o f  des ign  
changes.  

I n  con t r a s t  t o  lIercury and Gemini, t h e  
primary method of h e a t  removal f r o m  the  
conputer  i s  by fo rced  convection. The coolan t  
e n t e r s  t h e  bottom of t h e  c h a s s i s  through 
135 0.059-inch d iameter  ho le s  and absorbs  h e a t  
from the  components as i t  r i s e s  through each  
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l e v e l  of t h e  computer. The coo lan t  i s  
d ischarged  through the  screened  a i r  ven t s  nea r  
t h e  t o p  of t h e  comguter. The c o n f i c u r a t i o n  of 
t h e  ca rd  assembl ies  w i t h i n  t h e  c h m s i s  o f f e r s  
a chimney e f f e c t  t o  f a c i l i t a t e  t h e  coo lan t  
f l o v .  The a i r  i n l e t  ho le s  i n  t h e  bottom of 
t h e  c h a s s i s  as ne11 as t h e  a i r  passage ho le s  
i n  <he she lves  of t he  conputer  a r e  looa ted  f o r  
maximum u t i l i z z t i o n  o f  t h e  coolan t .  Under 
emergency cond i t ions  v i t h o u t  coo lan t ,  t h e  
computer i s  capable  of operatin: f o r  two hours  
wi th  only  s l i g h t  de,gradation o f  performance by 
u s i n g  t h e  c h a s s i s  and mounts as h e i t  sinks. 

6 

Legend: 1. 

2. 

3. 

4 .  

5. 

6 .  

7 .  

8. 

9. 

Fi,rure 12. X-20 F l i g h t  Cont ro l  Comyuter 

Screened o u t l e t  a i r  ho le s  

Redundant connec tors  

Plug-in e l e c t r o n i c s  

Nylon c i r c u i t  ca rd  guide  

Yelded e l e c t r o n i c  .nodules 

A i r  i n l e t  ho le s  

A i r  passace  ho le s  

A l l  c i r c u i t s  at  l eas t  dua l  
redundant 

Dual beam c h a s s i s  c o n s t r u c t i o n  
with welded she lves  and 
s t r i n g e r s ;  honeycomb aluminum 
cover b o l t e d  t o  c h a s s i s  f o r  
r i g 1  d i  ty .  



Apollo Command Module Stabilization and

Control System

The complexity of factors affecting the

Apollo Command Module Stabilization and

Control System (SCS) design is a direct result

of the most ambitious mission ever attempted by

man. The combined requirements for the multi-

phased mission - earth orbit, translunar injec-

tion and coasting, midcourse corrections, lunar

orbital injection, rendezvous and docking,

transearth injection and coasting, earth entry

orientation, and re-entry - impose a great

variety of design tasks. The Command Module

SCS is being developed by Honeywell under

contract from North American Aviation for NASA.

Functional Requirements.- AlthouGh the

detailed (SCS) performance requirements are too

extensive for adequate discussion here, the

following items indicate some of the factors

which have been considered in the functional

and hardware design.

1. The SCS is actually a three-in-one

system which must interface with Command

Module reaction jets, Service Module reaction

jets, and Service _dule thrust vector gimbal

actuators. Each interface requires

compatibility matching and different performance

requirements.

2. The system shall be capable of

controlling rates @uring limit cycle operation

to 0.02 degree per second or less. This

severe requirement is necessary to allow

accurate navigational sightings and to

conserve fuel during coast periods.

3. The reaction system must provide both

small amplitude limit cycle and efficient

maneuvering operations. During maneuvering the

SCS must provide constraints on command rates

which will conserve fuel but will not

compromise the maneuvering capability.

4. Since the Apollo vehicle must be

capable of rendezvous and docking, the SCS jet

selection logic must provide simultaneous

rotational and translational control.

5. The SCS must be able to effect

precision control of velocity corrections in

order to meet the narrow eutry window from a

transearth trajectory at supervrbital

velocity.

6. The Command Module is a lifting

vehicle during earth entry with a L/D ratio of

0.5. The symmetrical shape of the capsule

minimizes any aerodynamic cross-coupling,

therefore greatly simplifying the entry

stabilization problem.

7. The Apollo earth entry problem involves

essentially a single axis control of roll

attitude with only rate damping required in

pitch and yaw. In general, the Command

Module represents an optimum design yielding

minimum earth entry stabilization problems.

8. The Apollo vehicle has a variable

configuration. The SCS must perform initially

with the Command Module plus the Service

_odule and the Lunar Excursion _odule, a

combined weight of about 45 tons. On the final

segment of the return trip, the vehicle consists

of the Command Module alone at about five tons.

The variation in vehicle configuration and fuel

load results in a wide ran_e of vehicle

inertias and center of gravity positions which

must be considered in system analysis. Fuel

slosh and vehicle bending add to the stability

problems.

9. A 0.995 probability of successful SCS

operation is desired for a 14-day mission.

Eechanization.- The flight control sub-

system of the SCS contains the inertial

sensors and electronic computer assemblies

which provide both attitude and rate stabiliza-

tion and control. The flight control hardware

consists of (1) a three-axis rate gyro package,

(2) an attitude gyro and accelerometer package

for both three-axis attitude sensing and

lonlitudinal axis g sensing, and (3)

electronic computer assemblies for amplifica-

tion, shaping and integration of signals, mode

switching, jet selection logic, reaction jet

solenoid drivers, thrust vector servo control,

attitude reference computation, and velocity

increment computation.

The SCS pitch axis block diagram is given

in Fib-u-re 13. Rate gyro signals are summed

with limited attitude error sAg-rials to provide

maneuver stabilization. _{anual control inputs

are introduced by summing the outputs of two

hand-operated rotational controllers with the

rate signal. During manual control inputs the

attitude errors are synchronized and a rate

response proportional to command is obtained.

In case of a rate gyro failure, the attitude

_jros can be operated in a rate mode if

control is required before the rate gyrc can

be replaced.

Figure 15. Apollo Command Module SOS Pitch

Axis Control

The SCS attitude reference comprises three

strapped-down precision integrating gyros

specifically developed to meet Apollo
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performanceandhighreliability requirements.
Theattitudejyrosmaybeoperatedto provide
three functions:

i. For attitude hold, the gyro outputs are

used directly as attitude error signals.

2. For rate damping, the cyro output is

fed back into the lyre torquer to provide

immediate backup rate cyro capability.

5. For attitude reference, the gyro out-

puts are synchronized throuTh a three-axis

attitude 7re coupling unit (AGCU) to provide

Eulsr angle reference information for display

and command purposes. The outputs of the AGCU

are compatible in reference orientation with

the Guidance and Navig:tion (C and N) system

signals.

Attitude error signals generated by either

the G and N System or the SCS attitude Go:ros

are fed through _ deadband and attitude error

limiter. The deadband provides a wide deadband

limit cycle for the noncritic%l coast phases of

the mission. During these phases a unique

pseudo-rate feedback is used which causes limit

cycle operation well _ithin the extent of the

rate gyro deadband. In addition the width of

the deadband itself can be vnried by the crew

in order to further minimize reaction jet fuel

consumption in those periods of the flisht when

close attitude control is not necessary. The

attitude error limiter acts as a rate command

limiter to conserve fuel during extensive

autom:Itic maneuvers. Rate signals are summed

r_ith the li-'ited ;_ttitude error and are fed

throu//: the jet select logic, to the switching

_:_lifior _ni to the re ction jet driver

_ _plifi_r i:ie: provides the i:ot;er to drive the

receticn jet solenoids.

In order to provide the \pello crew <:ith a

vet:let r;c co::[;i'ol ":i ec]i fczi_ for precision

n visation_l eightings, a minimu2_: impulse

com _nd technique ma_" _?e selected to cause very

s:tcll vehicle rate changes by pulsing the

reaction jet solenoids.

Thrust vector control is based on a rate-

plus-displacement techuique. In this mode an

attitude command is summed t_ith attitude and

fed into the control loop. An attitude

liuiter acts as 8 rate com:_nd li_:iter, and a

cimbal travel li:titer prevents the actuator

from running against its position stops. Frier

to thrusting, attitude hold in all three axes

is provided by the reaction jet system. At

thrust initiation, the pitch and yaw control is

transferred to the thrust vector control loops,

and the pitch and yaw reaction systems are dis-

abled. Roll reaction control continues

throughout the thrusting maneuver.

_vironmental and }&_intenance Factors.-

Coldplate mounting of the electronics and

sensors requires efficient thermal conduction

paths. At the same time, the reliability

requirement demands standby redundancy, as

indicated in Fi_ure 5, which is provided by

inflight replacement of _>ros and electronic

circuit subassemblies. To solve both the

ooldplate mounting and maintenance problems,

special hardware packaging designs have been

developed v!:ich will provide positive me,utAh C

contact and convenient packaje removal by an

astronaut wearin_ his pressure suit and gloves

and working under zero g conditions. The

hardware must also pass rigid outgassing,

humidity, and oxidation requirements.

Figure 14 shows the present approach to in-

flight maintenance, as evidenced by the SCS

rate and attitude o_yros and accelerometer in

the Command _odule. The rate cyro package

contains three orthogonally mounted rate LTros.

Each _yro has a shroud containing an integral

circuit connector. A quick-disconnect clamp-

ing mechanism is used to secure each gy-ro in

place. Each gyro and also the gyro electronic

module is easily replaceable by an astronaut.

Positive, accurate alignment of the Tjros to

the spacecraft axes is assured by precision

surfaces and clamping techniques so that no

inflizht alignment procedure is necessary. A

color indicator at the jyro claznping device

shows the astronaut when positive lockinj is

achieved.

The attitude tyro and accelerometer

package contains three orthogonally mounted

rate integratini gTros and a hinged pendulous

accelerometer. Each sensor has a thermally

insulated shroud with an inte_;ral connector.

These sensors, like the rate gyros, may be

readily replaced without alignment necessity.

Any rate or attitude gyro may be replaced

under shirtsleeve conditions without removing

the mounting package from the hardware

compamtment. Even under pressure-suit condi-

tions, the package desio_n permits an

astronaut to perform any necessary maintenance.

InfliTht replacement of circuits is also

required so special consideration was given to

the need for packaging all piece-parts

together in a replaceable subchassis. ,_ithin

each subchassis, small piece-parts are

packaged in potted, welded modules which are

thermally connected to the subchassis. Larger

piece-parts are mounted on brackets formed on

the subchassis. Each subohassis is clamped in

place in an assembly which mounts on the

spacecraft coldplate.

The nature of the Apollo mission demands

that the control system design must have a high

inherent reliability; parts must be of tested

and proven high reliability; the techniques of

reliability analysis must be valid; and quality

control must be rigorous. In addition all

parts must tolerate long exposure to high

humidity and I00 per cent oxygen without any

change in characteristics or release of toxic

fumes. To obtain the required reliability and

still keep onboard spares at a minimum, it is

necessary to use parts which in many cases

exceed _nuteman standards. The use of such

parts assures the highest inherent reliability.

Reliability beyond this level is a direct

result of reliability and design teamwork

throughout the system development process. The

value of this factor to control system

performance is of the highest importance in

manned space programs.
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Legend 

Bate g y r o  package 

Spacecraft coldplate 

Package mounting plate 

Package clamp 

7emovable attitude ,Tros (accelerometer 
at rear 

Juick disconnect mro clamp and indicator 

Package clamp 

Attitude gyro  and accelerometer package 

Interface connector jackscrevis 

Accelerometer elapsed tine indicator 

Gyros elapsed time indicator 

Thermally isulated , y ro  shroud and 
integral connector 

Spacecraft miring channel 

Reaovable rate gyros 

Removable electronics 

?Zz>sed tiae indicator 

., 
in :Aounting Compartnent (Conceptual View) 

1.Ianned Orbiting Space Stations 

The primary faotors affecting design of a 
control system for a manned orbitin,- space 
station naturally result from definition of the 
configuration and the mission requirements. bt 
this time no specific mission requirements have 
been defined for manned or5iting space stations 
and hence no unique confi,Ti.r:.tion has been 
developed. Honever, considerable effort has 
been expended in studying possible mission 
requirements and spplicable configuration 
designs. Of the basic configurations, four 
specific concepts have received the nost 
attention. These are illustrated in Figure 15: 
A rotating hexagonal wheel or radial element 
configurztion providing a simulated gravity 
effect in the rotating areas and a. zero-g 
laboratory in the nonrotnting hub; a non- 
rotating cylindrical configuration providing 
zero-& conditions; and a spinning dumbbell 
confi,.:uration consistinz of a living module 
connected to a counterbalancing mass by cable 
o r  senirigid tube. I h c h  of the -aterial dis- 
cussed below is based on tho results of a 
recent joint morth America:? 
Iioneyrell study. 

Module SCS Inertial Sensors 

HEYAMNU 
R4DlU ELEMfhl I R4DlU ELEMfhl 

DUMBBELL I ZERO G LAB 

Figure 15. 
Conf ibxrations 

Ihnned Orbiting Space Station 

I 
~ 
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Control System Restraints.- For any space

station confi/uration, the major factors

affectinu control system design stem from

operational considerations, such as one to five

year life, onboard maintenance re%uirements,

and orientation toward the s_ for efficient

utilization of solar energy. In addition, a

space station would probably require periodic

resupply of food, propellant, and other

expendable items. This would be provided by a

manned or unmanned resupply vehicle which would

rendezvous with the station and dock for equip-

ment transfer.

The above factors combine to impose

restraints on control system design such as:

1. Reaction jet systems must be designed

so that no hazard is introduced by transfer-

ring hypergolic propellant components in the

resupply operation. Preferably, a complete

self-contained system would be transferred from

the resupply vehicle and automatically affixed

to the outside of the station.

2. Inasmuch as the basic purpose of the

personnel aboard is to conduct experiments,

vehicle control should be completely automatic.

Personnel would serve as monitors of system

operation but must also have the authority and

provisions to assume complete control when

desired or in the event of system malfunction.

3. If a space station is to be developed

in the near future, it is probable that solar

cells would be used as a source of ener_y and

this would require that one station axis be

continuously directed at the sun.

4. In each space station configuration,

the size of control elements becomes a

significant parameter in studying control

system mechanization. For exa_ple, a large

station may require control moment gTros five

feet in diameter with an angular momentum of

30,000 slugs-feet per second.

5. Very few existing control elements can

be expected to perform without wearout failure

for a three to five year period. Gyros,

accelerometers, reaction jets, and any

element with moving parts must be designed so

that ready replacement can be effective in

event of failure. System nodules must be

designed so that spares can be transferred to

the station and installed under zero g

environment.

6. Any maintenance which the crew could

be expected to perform must be carefully

considered in the design of tools and

component packaging.

7. Efficient management of energy dissi-

pation for orientation control and rate damp-

Ing will be a primary restraint on control

stem design and may be a more significant

parameter than system weight.

Performance Requirements.- Control system

performance requirements for the nonsp_nning

gravity laboratory will not be signifi-

cantly different from requirements for other

vehicles. Rate damping about three

axes will be necessary. Attitude control in

either two or three axes, depending on the

requirements for solar orientation and antenna

pointing, must be provided. In addition,

command control of an unmanned resupply vehicle

may be necessary for rendezvous and doching.

For spinning configurations, some new

approach to control logic and control element

utilization may be _nticipated. For exa:_ple,

consider the modes of motion of a spinning

vehicle (Fibre 16):

SPIN _sAXIS_ EFERENCE

I. CORRECT

3PIN AXIS AND REFERENCE

PRINCIPA_XIS

5. APPARENT CONING

2. WOBBLE

OF CENTER OF

MASS

CIRCLING

Figure 16. Space Station Nodes of fiction

Correct Mode - The body reference axis and

the spin axis coincide.

Vobble Mode - There are several equivalent

definitions and characterizations of this mode

of motion. The simplest form of wobble is the

response of a radially symmetric spinninl

station to an impulsive torque. If the motion

is undamped, the "tip" of the reference axis

travels at a fixed rate and describes a

"circle" in inertial space. Body rates and

angular accelerations vary in a cyclic manner,

and sensors measuring orientation show an

error of either constant or cyclically varying

amplitude depending upon the body's mean

orientation. _obble can be damped by reaction

jets or, more efficiently, by momentum

exchange devices such as reaction wheels or

control moment 6D_ros.

%pparent Coning _ode - glass imbalance out

of the station spin plane causes a misalignment

of the spin axis and the body reference axis.

The "tip" of the reference axis travels at a

fixed rate and describes a "circle" in

inertial space as it does in simple wobble.

However, the rate is al<;ays the station spin

rate, all body angular accelerations are zero,

and all body rates are constsmt. _:omentun

exchange devices can very effectively

counteract out-of-plane mass imbalance.

Circling _[ode - _[ass imbalance in the

station spin plane causes spin about an _xis

parallel to ]out not coincident with the body

reference axis. This is a difficult mode to



sensebecauseit producesnoinputsto gyroand
celestial orientation type of sensors. Body

rate about the reference is constant, the other

rates are zero, and all body ans_lar

accelerations are zero. Circling can be

eliminated by deployment of station masses to

put the center of mass on the reference axis.

Vehicle attitude must be controlled by

orientation of the spin axis. Reacti6n jots

or magnetic torquers are most effective in this

role. Reaction wheels are not effective in

control of attitude, but would provide effi-

cient control of apparent coning and wobble

damping. Control moment gyros could be used in

place of reaction wheels.

For both spinning and non-spinning config-

urations, the most significant source of

external disturbance torques will probably

result from gravity gradient across the

station. This torque results from the fact

that the configurations are not symmetric and

the differences in the principal moments of

inertia will be fairly large. In order to

control attitude against the influence of the

gravity gradient torque, a significant amount

of energy will be required. If reaction jets

are used to supply this energy, approximately

lO00 pounds of fuel per month could be

expended for some configurations. The

character of the torque is such that it can be

effectively unidirectional for periods as long

as 40 to 50 days. The influence can be a

significant factor in control system design.

_ualification-Testin_.- A final considera-

tion which must influence system design is that

the character of the system and size of the

control elements may require a new philosophy

of system qualification testing. For some

space stations being considered, it would be

impractical to develop a full scale space

station simulation to check out and qualify

the control system in the manner used for the

development of present systems. Lack of a

zero gravity test environment and the large

size of possible control elements required will

complicate the design of adequate tests, and

this factor must be considered in the initial

stage of system design.

Speculation on the Future

Speculation on the future of a technology

advancing as rapidly as that of spacecraft

design is about as risky as trying to guess as

to which way a woman driver is going to turn.

There are however, a few observations which,

at least at present, seem fairly safe.

For future vehicles it is likely that the

weight and volume of stabilization and control

equipment (with the possible exception of

reaction Jet tankage) will become a minor

factor while the stronger emphasis will be

placed on high reliability and adequate

performance. This statement is made because

future control equipment will inevitably

become considerably smaller and lighter due to

the increased use of microminiature

electronics. At the same time it is likely

that vehicle weight will increase particularly

for scientific exploration vehicles, at least

to the level represented by the Apollo

translunar vehicle. The cost of the control

system for scientific exploration vehicles

will probably be of secondary importance

because it, like the weight, will be quite

negligible compared to the cost of the entire

vehicle. These circumstances will allow

control system designers much greater freedom

in choosing the functions to be included and

the mechanization by which the function will

be accomplished.

It is very probable that digital

mechanization will play an important part in

future space vehicle control, and in fact the

identifiable separate control elements may be

reduced to sensors and torque producing

devices with all computation and signal

shaping taking place in a central digital

computer. For this millenium to be attained

one certain requirement is the development of

digital computers with the required long-time

reliability.

It also seems probable that a requirement

will arise for space vehicles of a totally

different type from the exploration vehicles.

These will be military vehicles, perhaps of

a satellite inspector or an interceptor type.

These vehicles would necessarily be as small

as possible in order to minimize launch cost.

They should ideally of course also be as

simple as possible, yet it seems probable that

an operational military vehicle would have to

have the ability to reach a reasonable choice

of landing sites and thus will have to be of

the lifting re-entry type. Again from an

operational viewpoint such vehicles would need

some form of automatic ener_T management system

associated with the basic control system. This

class of vehicles would probably present

control problems somewhat similar to those now

facing the designers of equipment for high-

performance military airplanes, namely, a

conflict between reliability and the required

functional complexity, a conflict between cos_

and both reliability and performance, and

finally one problem (familiar to those who have

worked with manned aircraft control systems)

providing handling qualities that will please

all the pilots.
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